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Dr. Peyman Saadat
Our Success
Will be 
Your Baby
Reproductive Fertility Center is dedicated to helping you become the parent you are meant to be! We are one of the Top Reproductive Endocrinologist and Infertility Specialists providing treatments to patients throughout Southern California.

Book A Consultation



Helping create families since 2003
Southern California Fertility and Reproductive Center
If you are exploring fertility options because you are having issues conceiving, unexplained infertility, or looking for preconception planning our team at Reproductive Fertility Center can serve you. For more than 20 years, our accomplished fertility clinic has provided comprehensive fertility treatments for both women and men, including IVF, egg donor cycles, surrogacy options, fertility preservation, and more!

When you need an experienced fertility doctor who will collaborate with you to prioritize your family's reproductive health, you can rely on our team. While many healthcare providers may prioritize quick solutions, our fertility specialists across Southern California are dedicated to ensuring that each of our patients receives compassionate, comprehensive, and personalized care tailored to their unique needs. Everything we do is with one goal in mind - helping you become the parent you were meant to be.










10,000+ Babies Created
Reproductive Fertility Center is passionate about helping you achieve your fertility goals. Our success will be your baby.


20+ Years of Experience
Our experienced and compassionate team is here for you. Everything we do is designed to help you achieve your goal of parenthood.


Double-Board Certified Specialist 
Dr. Peyman Saadat is an expert in the field of obstetrics and gynecology, specializing in reproductive endocrinology and infertility.




Fertility Services
Helping You Become the Parent You Were Meant to Be

Conventional IVF
In Vitro Fertilization is an advanced fertility procedure involving retrieving the eggs from the intended parent (or egg donor) and combining with your partner (or donor) to create an embryo. Make your dreams a reality with this advanced form of Assisted Reproductive Technology.

Fertility Preservation Services
Preserve your fertility now, for when you are ready to start your family later on. RFC is proud to provide Andrology & Cryopreservation services in our building for peace of mind including egg, sperm and embryo freezing.

LGBTQ+ Fertility Services
RFC caters to the unique need and considerations of individuals or couples within the LGBTQ+ community who want to start a family. Our dedicated office staff will help you build your family with love and support. 

Egg Donor
RFC works with only the most qualified and healthy egg donors. We have helped hundreds of intended parents find their egg donor match through our in-house agency.

Surrogate Services
If you are looking for a surrogate to carry your baby or become a surrogate yourself, RFC is excited to work with you! Find your perfect match and start the family of your dreams!

Tubal Ligation Reversal
Tubal ligation reversal is a surgical procedure that can restore fertility to a woman by reconnecting the fallopian tubes that have been surgically cut, tied, and/or burned.


Explore All Services



Meet Dr. Peyman Saadat
A Dedicated Fertility Doctor with the Core Mission to Help
Dr. Peyman Saadat has supported over 10,000 families throughout his devoted career. He was recently voted Top Doctor in 2022 for Reproductive Endocrinologist and Infertility Specialist by "Top Doctors".
Meet Dr. Saadat

Meet The RFC Family
Our Annual Baby Bash Celebration
Celebrate the miracle of parenthood at our annual Baby Bash! Join a vibrant community of parents for a joyous gathering filled with laughter, games, and cherished moments. Connect, bond, and create lasting memories in a supportive atmosphere. Don't miss this chance to embrace the magic of new beginnings!
Explore Baby Bash







Testimonials
Real Stories from Real People





“Eternally Grateful”
It is amazing what a difference a year can make. Last year we were feeling depressed and anxious and unsure about whether or not this would happen for us. This year we are expecting the birth of our first child. Dr. Saadat is amazing. You will feel the difference right away between his office and any other office around. They must make it a rule there to only hire friendly, compassionate people because everyone there was so sweet – especially all the nurses. Thanks again for everything guys!
- Susie and Frank R.




“Felt Welcome From the Start”
I wanted to say thank you to the entire staff for making us feel welcome to our first visit especially on a Saturday. We met with Dr. Sadaat and was very informative and took time with us with all of our questions. For the financial department, Melissa was very helpful with keeping in contact with us regarding any paperwork that we needed as well as with setting our appointment. We do look forward for treatment with Dr. Saadat.

- Dave and Yvette L.




“The Solution to Our Problems”
We just celebrated our son’s first birthday, and thought we should send out warm wishes to Dr. Saadat and his team as well. Without them this would not have been possible. We had “unexplained” infertility issues and the first clinic we went to was not very friendly and we felt like we were just another “cycle”. Dr. Saadat was always willing to answer questions and the nurses there were terrific. I felt like everyone in the office was on our side, and that makes a huge difference. So thank you to everyone from Anna, Michael and Alex
- Anna and Michel D.




“One Big Thank You”
Dr Saadat is very open and accommodating to my financial and medical concerns. He doesn’t force unnecessary tests like other places do. He’s a very nice and efficient reproductive endocrinologist.





- Melissa H.




“Helpful in Every Way”
We traveled across the world to be treated by Dr. Saadat. My wife was not able to have babies and we could not get an answer from Doctors in our country why. It is also important in our culture that our first baby be male. Dr. Saadat was able to help my wife get pregnant and make sure that we had a baby boy. They were helpful in every way and we felt comfortable even though we are not from the United States. Everyone was patient and understanding and respectful. We will be back in a few years to grow our family
- Aastha and Arjun P.




“It's Never Too Late!”
All I can say is do not give up hope! I was 43 when I got pregnant for the first time. I had honestly been trying for years. I now have 3 beautiful children, a 6 year old girl and 3 year old twins – a boy and a girl. I feel blessed every day. It can happen. Thank you Dr. Saadat.




- Meghan and Richard W.




“The Perfect Fit for the Job”
I came to Dr. Saadat’s office because I felt like the Doctor I was working with was not a good fit. It isn’t that they were doing anything wrong but I did not feel a connection. This is such a personal type of medical treatment, and I want the people helping me to make me feel cared for. Dr. Saadat’s approach is also a bit different – he does all the ultrasounds himself – which is very reassuring. His staff is great, and his bedside manner is comforting. I am thankful for everything they all did, and thankful everyday for my daughter!
- Elle and David C.










Explore Testimonials



We Take the Stress out of Finances
Now Offering 0% APR Fertility Financing for Patients*
Access the best financing options for your fertility journey with Reproductive Fertility Center in Southern California. 



Inquire with our dedicated office staff during your consultation




Prequalification wont impact your credit score


Learn more* 0% APR applies to those that are eligible, as well as low monthly payments




contact us
Start your Journey with a Southern California Fertility Specialist
To better service our patients, we have several locations in West Hollywood, Riverside, and Glendora. We also offer private transportation arrangements to in-home care, and nearly everything in-between. Concierge Services will take care of many of the details for you.
310-881-8846
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Los Angeles
	9201 W. Sunset Blvd.
Suite 500
West Hollywood, CA 90069

	(310) 881-8846
	Book a Consultation



Riverside
	4244 Riverwalk Parkway
Suite 280
Riverside, CA 92505

	(951) 261-8815
	Book a Consultation



Glendora
	315 E Rte 66
Suite 202
Glendora, CA 91740

	(909) 361-3873
	Book a Consultation



Irvine
	2 Hughes
Suite 175 
Irvine, CA 92618

	(949) 867-4709
	Book a Consultation
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